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5 - Leisure and Recreation Objective
Vision

1 - Housing Objective

2 - Transport Objective

3 - Business and Economic Activity Objective

4 - Environment Objective

6 - Design and Heritage Objective

Sustainable Development

Schemes which propose development outside of
the Parish but will negatively impact Thrussington in
terms of traffic generation, pollution or other
amenity issues will not be supported by the
Neighbourhood Plan.

S1- Strategic Policy
NP Objective: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
In determining the acceptability of proposals within
Thrussington the following points, where relevant,
should be used to guide the delivery of sustainable
development:
 Is of an appropriate design, which complements
the local vernacular and character of the village
 Protects
and
enhances
the
Parish’s
archaeological
assets
whilst
improving
awareness and understanding of key sites
 Protects and enhances the local landscape
character
 Protects long distance views and vistas into and
out of the village
 Is accessible by safe walking/cycling routes to
local facilities (school, public houses, shops,
church)
 Ensures that residential and business
development contributes to the vitality and
viability of the village
 Does not increase the risk of flooding from either
increased runoff or from building within flood risk
areas
 Preserves and enhances the local biodiversity
network, paying special attention to the green
and blue infrastructure network
 Minimises traffic generated and introduces
appropriate highways improvements and other
mitigation to accommodate increased traffic
flows
 Is served by appropriate communications and
utilities infrastructure, including broadband
 Promotes a Parish free from noise, air and light
pollution and other harm.

Explanatory

Thrussington’s Natural Environment

E2 - Green Infrastructure

E1- Flood Risk

The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to establish a
network of green infrastructure, including existing
trees, hedgerows, historic field patterns and other
vegetative assets across the Parish to further link
the landscape setting with the urban area and
protect and enhance the landscape character of
Thrussington.

All new development must avoid any adverse
impact on flood risk, both within and outside the
village. This includes flood risk from surface run off
as well as the risk posed by the River Wreake and
watercourses. Development proposals must explain
how they have considered the impact on and
sustainability of such watercourses.
Best practice design and construction techniques
should be utilised to ensure new development does
not have an adverse impact on flood risk from
surface runoff and rivers. This includes recognition
of the role of trees, hedgerows and vegetation in
preventing flooding in line with policy E2 of this
Neighbourhood Plan.
Developments or community-led projects which
seek to improve the river for community use will be
looked upon favourably.
NP Objective: 1, 4
Explanatory

Applications which retain and enhance such
features (as outlined above) and take the
opportunity to re-introduce them into key sites, will
be supported. Schemes which seek to contribute to
this network within the street scene are more likely
to be considered favourably.
Any development proposal must demonstrate
through a comprehensive landscape plan how
existing hedgerows, trees and vegetation have
been retained and protected. If removal is
unavoidable, replacement green infrastructure will
be provided, as part of the development. Any
replacement will be of appropriate scale and of
native species of those existing in the Parish,
unless otherwise specified and agreed.
NP Objective: 1, 4, 6
Explanatory

Aspiration E1a – Flood Risk Mitigation
The community seeks to limit the environmental
impacts of any new development which may occur.
New development therefore is required to ensure
the level discharge from a site is kept below the
threshold of 5 litres per second – a common rate set
in areas of flood risk. This can be achieved through
use of various Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDs)
technologies and design techniques which are
designed to store storm water on site and release
this slowly back into the surrounding watercourses.

E3- Wildlife and Preservation

E4- Landscape, Views and Conservation

Small scale development which will preserve or
enhance existing wildlife habitats and wildlife
corridors around Thrussington, and allow for
creation of new wildlife features will be looked upon
favourably.

Development which will impact upon views listed
below, and identified on Map 2 - Views and Vistas
(E4), will be resisted unless demonstrated that the
historic character and appearance of the
surrounding landscape and built form is retained.

Any development which will negatively impact upon
such assets or significantly reduce them will not be
supported.

The Thrussington Neighbourhood Plan seeks to
protect and enhance its sensitive landscape
setting, through resisting applications which lead to
its fragmentation or loss. All new developments
must demonstrate how they have respected and
reinforced historic landscape features and
patterns.

Where appropriate, new developments must not
create divisions between existing important wildlife
corridors and must contribute to the creation of
new or improved links.

NP Objective: 4, 5, 6
The current wildlife corridors have been identified
on Map 1 – Wildlife Corridors (E3).

Explanatory

NP Objective: 4
Explanatory

Aspiration E4a – Protecting the Church Skyline
The community places great value on the
contribution Holy Trinity Church makes to the Parish
skyline particularly when entering the village from
the north. To protect this view, Map 2 – Views and
Vistas (E4), illustrates an area where new
development should not exceed the height of the
Church.

Business and Economy
B1- Working from Home
Where planning permission is required for the
conversion and expansion of existing dwelling
houses (Class C3) to facilitate home working
(including office work and traditional rural
occupations), this will be permitted subject to
ensuring that the final use proposed does not
impinge on the amenity of the existing property or
neighbouring properties, including consideration of
any increase in comings and goings from the
property. Care should be taken to ensure that any
intensification of use over time (including
paraphernalia associated with the use) does not
result in negative impact on nearby amenity through
the use of appropriate planning conditions.
Where development will result in the loss of existing
off road car parking spaces (either as a driveway or
garage), additional parking should be replaced
elsewhere on plot in order to ensure that increased
on-street parking does not occur on the surrounding
streets.
The Neighbourhood Plan will continue to support the
delivery of high speed broadband infrastructure and
other
telecommunications
infrastructure
throughout the Parish to facilitate this policy and to
reduce the need to travel.
NP Objective: 1, 2, 3

Explanatory

B2 – New Employment Development
Small scale or rural developments which create new
employment uses, (use classes A2 and B1 only), will
only be considered on appropriate sites within the
settlement boundary or on previously developed
sites elsewhere within the Parish.
Where
appropriate,
all
new
employment
development (including the expansion of existing
premises) as outlined above should:
 be designed to the highest quality, taking
account of local character, and avoiding
development that is out-of-scale with the village
character and rural environment.
 not impact negatively on nearby residential
amenity as a result of noise, light spillage,
vibration, smells, air pollution and other harm, in
addition to appropriate and reasonable opening
hours and hours of operation during
construction.
 not result in a net loss of public open space or
significant green infrastructure, including
hedgerows and trees in accordance with policy
E2 of the Neighbourhood Plan, unless this is
replaced by equal or better provision elsewhere
within the Parish.
 provide
suitable
parking
and
access
arrangements, including parking for staff and
visitors on site and the turning and manoeuvring
of delivery vehicles off the public highway.
 not impact negatively on highways or traffic
safety, in addition to avoiding use of narrow or
weak roads or bridges for HGVs.
Other than in exceptional circumstances, subject to
meeting the criteria above and in order to retain a
range of employment opportunities within the
Parish, the expansion and modernisation of existing
employment sites are more likely to be considered
favourably. Any development proposals that are
unable to meet the above criteria will be refused.
NP Objective: 2, 3, 4

Explanatory

Housing

H2 – Housing Mix

H1 – Infill Development

Small scale developments which deliver housing for
young people (2 and 3 bedroom starter homes) and
the elderly (2 and 3 bedroom bungalows) will be
looked upon favourably, subject to compliance with
other policies within the Development Plan,
specifically H1.

In locating new residential development, schemes
that meet one or more of the following criteria will
normally be supported subject to compliance with
other Development Plan policies. All new residential
dwellings (including conversions) should, where
appropriate:
 be within the settlement boundary as identified
on the proposals map
 be on an infill plot where it is bounded by existing
properties on two or more sides and utilising an
existing highway
 for conversions of existing buildings (for
example former farm buildings), not require
substantial extension and/or alteration (where
these are not already permitted development)
 ensure that they provide sufficient parking
space to serve the needs of the development on
site and in compliance with policy T1.
NP Objective: 1, 2, 6
Explanatory

Affordable housing (specifically shared-ownership
schemes) will be supported in line with Charnwood’s
Local Plan and where it is provided within the
boundary of the proposed development site,
designed to be indistinguishable from market
housing and in line with the Thrussington
Conservation Area Character Appraisal.
NP Objective: 1, 6
Explanatory

Transport

T2 – Traffic Calming

T1 – Parking Provision

Where required planning permission will be granted
for the delivery of new public realm works. Support
will be given to developments which assist with the
delivery of public realm improvements through
capital works or appropriate contributions.

Where parking is proposed for residential
development it should be provided on-plot in
accordance with the following requirements:
 for dwellings providing up to 3 bedrooms - a
minimum of 2 spaces is to be provided
 for dwellings of 4 bedrooms or more - a minimum
of 3 spaces is to be provided
Where parking is provided, either in the form of
garaging, carports or any other type of enclosed
parking it should be of a scale (measuring internally
a minimum of 3.5m wide by 6.5m long by 2.5m high)
to accommodate a range of modern vehicles.
Development proposals will be expected to
minimise the impact of the private car on the street
scene and to reflect the character and appearance
of the immediate locality.
Development proposals that would generate on
street parking, that would clutter the public realm or
which would reduce the safety of pedestrians and
cyclists will not be supported.
NP Objective: 1, 2, 6
Aspiration T1a – Public Car Park
The Parish Council will work with local land owners
and businesses to provide a public car park within
the village if land becomes available.

Improvements should be focused on the roads
adjacent to The Green and the school, where
appropriate traffic management schemes, including
the introduction of a new road layout which
prioritises pedestrians and cyclists will be
supported.
The Plan will support the creation of;
 gateway features on the approach to the village
 pedestrian focused road layouts
 other traffic calming measures e.g. lowering of
the speed limit, and speed indicators.
 a travel plan for the school.
NP Objective: 2, 6
Aspiration T2a – Highway Improvement
The Parish Council will continue to work with the
Highways Authority and in conjunction with other
Parish Councils to deliver improvements to the
highways network around the Parish including works
identified in Appendix A, with particular focus given
to improving parking facilities around The Green in
the centre of the village.
Aspiration T2b – Bridge Restrictions

Explanatory
The community seek to protect the form and
character of historically significant bridges. The
Parish Council will seek to introduce a 3.5 tonne axle
restriction on key bridges around the Parish –
specifically the River Wreake Bridge and the
Thrussington Mill Bridge.

Explanatory

T4 – Walking and Cycling
The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to protect and
enhance all existing walking and cycling routes and
Public Rights of Way across the Parish.
Assuming they meet all other criteria, new
developments which promote the use of
sustainable transport modes and / or create new
opportunities and new routes are more likely to be
considered favourably assuming all other criteria
are met.
NP Objective: 2, 5
Aspiration T4a – Footpath and Cycle Routes
The Parish Council will work with neighbouring
Parishes to enhance the existing footpath and cycle
network and to create bridleways and new
permissive paths.
Explanatory

T3 – Public Transport
The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to encourage
improvement to the Parish’s transport network
making key services and facilities more accessible
without the use of a car.
Where Travel Plans are required they should
demonstrate clearly how workers and residents will
commute to and from the site.
NP Objective: 2, 5
Explanatory

Leisure and Recreation

L2- Leisure and Recreation Activities

L1- Tourism Activities

Recreational facilities will be protected from
inappropriate redevelopment. Enhancement to
existing, or provision of new multifunctional open
space, will be supported by the plan, provided that it
retains and enhances biodiversity, does not harm
neighbouring amenity, protects local character, and
is well-surveilled.

The preservation and/or enhancement of existing
tourism assets within Thrussington will be
supported, especially those that:
 Promote appropriate and reasonable farm
diversification and meet criteria outlined in B2
 Enhance the Parish’s offer for walking and
cycling and sustainable modes, in line with policy
T4
 Provide small-scale overnight accommodation
 Promote equestrian
activities

facilities,

routes

and

All existing and new tourism activities must
demonstrate that they are sensitive in scale and
type to Thrussington’s existing character.

The Plan will also seek the enhancement and
delivery of footpaths and the national cycle route
that improve access to the countryside in line with
policy T4.
NP Objective: 2, 5, 6
Aspiration L2a – Park and Play Area

NP Objective: 3, 5

The Parish Council will work with relevant
stakeholders to find a suitable site for a park and
play area targeted towards children and
incorporating sport facilities.

Explanatory

Explanatory

L3- Community Facilities
Proposals that encourage the delivery of new
services and facilities, principally A1 Retail Use
(including a newsagent, post-office and/or
convenience stores) and A3 Restaurants and cafés,
together with other complementary uses,
commensurate in scale to the settlement will be
supported.
Proposals must also respect neighbouring uses and
amenity and should accord with other relevant
proposals.
Unless it can be demonstrated that it is no longer
economically viable to retain a community facility,
conversion of buildings in A1 (retail) use and/or A3
(cafés) and/or public houses to C3 (residential) use
will not be supported.
The Neighbourhood Plan will support the
diversification of community buildings (such as
public houses, schools, churches and the village
hall) and associated land which is ancillary to their
existing use. Community-led schemes will be
considered favourably.
Planning applications for the buildings with a
mixture of the uses (retail, cafés, restaurants etc.)
set out above will be looked upon favourably.
NP Objective: 3, 5

Explanatory

L4- Local Green Spaces
The Neighbourhood Plan designates areas as Local
Green Spaces due to their special character,
significance and community value. These sites will
be protected from development considered to be
inappropriate for such designations. The boundaries
of these Local Green Spaces are shows within Map
4 Local Green Spaces (L4). These spaces are listed
below;
1. Rearsby Road Corridor
2. The Green
3. Flower Bed, Hoby Road
4. Holy Trinity Church Grounds
5. Back Lane planted area
6. Hoby Road Cemetery
7. Thrussington School Playing Field
8. Village Hall Grounds
9. Nature Reserve
10. Area to the rear of the Star Inn
NP Objective: 5, 6
Explanatory

Design, Heritage and Character
D1 - Protection of Heritage Assets
All new development must take account of its
impact on heritage assets, both designated and
non-designated – seeking to protect and enhance
them.

All new development must take account of known
surface and sub-surface archaeology, and ensure
previously unknown and potentially significant
deposits are identified and appropriately considered
during development. Lack of current evidence of
sub-surface archaeology must not be taken as
proof of absence.
NP Objective: 4, 5, 6

Schemes which seek to ensure that heritage assets
and key buildings remain in long-term active and
viable use, and/or seek to bring existing heritage
assets back into use in a manner sensitive to their
heritage value, will be strongly supported.
Applications which negatively impact the collective
value of buildings within the Conservation Area,
including the historic plots and grid patterns will be
resisted.
Development must seek to preserve and enhance
the conservation area as well as the fabric and
setting of Listed Buildings within the Plan area. This
can also be said for the proposed Locally Listed
buildings as follows:
1.

Thrussington Church of England Primary
School

2.

Holy Trinity Church Yard and wall

3.

The Old Cemetery, (including Reverend
Gahan’s grave)

4.

Pentland Room, former Methodist Chapel

5.

Barns and outbuildings associated with
the Homestead

6.

The Star Inn, The Green

7.

The Blue Lion, Rearsby Road

8.

River Wreake Bridge, Rearsby Road

9.

Wreake Valley Craftsman Original Building,
Rearsby Road

10. Thrussington Mill Bridge
11. 20 Regent Street
12. WWII Aircraft Hanger, Fosse Fuels
13. Cottage, 5 Regent Street

Aspiration D1a – Conservation Area Expansion
Expand the Conservation Area in line with
recommendations made by Charnwood Borough
Council in the Thrussington Conservation Area
Character Appraisal.
Aspiration D2a – The Star Inn
The Neighbourhood Plan and Parish Council seek the
listing of the Star Inn within the village.
Explanatory

D2 - Design and Development Character
New development should, at all times, promote high
quality design and offer a positive, contextually
responsive contribution to Thrussington’s historic
built environment and landscape. High quality
design is vital to achieving this goal.
Development which makes sustainable use and
consumption of energy and water within properties
may also be supported subject to compliance with
other Development Plan policies.
Schemes should demonstrate how they have
considered the relevant section of the Character
Assessment and responded to the design guidance
with respect to use of materials, architectural
detailing, form and mass, plot size and provision of
public and private space.
NP Objective: 4, 6
Explanatory
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Appendix B - Local Green Space Table (L4)
Assessment of Open Space against the NPPF criteria for protection of Local Green Spaces. Thrussington Neighbourhood Plan.
NPPF Criteria 2: Special Character
Site

Description

Name

NPPF Criteria 1:
Reasonable Distance

Beauty

Historic Significance

Recreational Value

Tranquility

Rich in Wildlife

Although small in scale,
the Green corridor
provides a protective
barrier from the road to
potential wildlife habitats

Criteria 3: Not being
extensive tracts of land.

Green corridor on
Rearsby Road
entering Thrussington
corridor
via Rearsby Road.

The Green corridor lies
within the boundary and
forms an important
Gateway into
Thrussington

An attractive row of
verges, hedges and trees
that enhance the
Gateway

The Green and trees on
The Green
the Green

The Green is a central
feature within the
settlement boundary

The Green is an important
central feature, which is
The Green is one of the
There is a small war
well-maintained and is
memorial to the southern main recreational green
aesthetically pleasing;
spaces in the area.
this is especially due to point of The Green.
the traditional buildings
framing it.

3

Grass verge and flower Flower bed,
bed on Hoby Road
Hoby Road

The flower bed is
aesthetically appealing
The flower bed is located and enhances the
environmental quality
centrally within the
within the area. The
settlement boundary
flowers brighten up the
local area.

4

Church yard

5

Planted area and trees
on Back Lane at edge Back Lane
planted arae
of settlement
boundary

The tree line lies within
the boundary of the
settlement

6

New cemetery Hoby
Road

Hoby Road
Cemetery

The cemeterey is open
The cemeteray lies within and hosts a range of
the settlement boundary mature and attractive
trees

7

School playing field

Thrussington
School playing
field

The playing field lies
within the settlement
boundary

The field is used by the
school as its main playing
field

The playing fields are
appropriate in scale in
terms of their use by the
school

8

Green space around
village hall

Village Hall
Grounds

The park lies within the
settlement boundary

The park is used for
community events run in
the Village Hall

The park is an appropriate
scale

9

Nature Reserve, corner
The Nature Reserve lies
of Glebeland Close and Nature Reserve within the settlement
Hoby Road
boundary

10

Are of green space on
Upper Green to the
rear of The Star

1

2

The Church yard lies
Holy Trinity
within the settlement
Church Grounds
boundary

Area to the rear The area lies within the
of the Star Inn settlement boundary

Extensive views are
offered into the open
countryside

The land and graveyard
surrounding the Church
of the Holy Trinity date
back to 1877

The church yard is used
for church-related
ceremonies and as a
grave yard

The corridor covers a
small stretch of Rearsby
Road and is narrow in
nature.

In proportion to
Thrussington, The Green
is appropriate in terms of
its scale.

The flower beds
altogether improve the
appearance and
tranquility of the centre
of Thrussington.

The flower bed is smallscale and appropriate for
its location within
Thrussington.

The open views and use
on the site enhance the
tranquility of the area
surrounding the church

The Church yard is
appropriate in its scale
and proportion within the
settlement

The planted area
consists of dense and
The planted are is
mature woodland trees, modest and appropriate
which may harbour some in scale
wildlife habitats

The area of planting
provides an attractive
green wall leading to the
church area

The site is used as a
cemetery and therefore
possesses some
historical value

The site is used as a
cemetary and therefore
is of recreational value
and is open to the public

Due to the nature of its
use, the cemetary is
tranquil and planting is
well-maintained

The cemetery is not an
extensive use of Green
Space within
Thrussington

The Nature Reserve is an
area of dense, untouched The nature reserve is
vegetation that also acts modest in scale
as a buffer to the road

The area occupies an
attractive and mature
silver birch, This breaks
up the built form and
enhances the aethetic
appeal of the street
scene.

The area is small-scale
and necessarily breaks
up the built form with an
area of attractive
greenery

Fulfil LGS criteria?

Appendix C - Heritage Assets (D1)
Thrussington Settlement
Boundary

Conservation area

Road

Listed Buildings

Building

Significant Heritage Asset

Appendix D – Glossary of Terms
Term

Definition

Affordable Housing




Bad Neighbour Uses

Community Asset

Contextually Responsive

Development

Development Plan

Gateway

Green Infrastructure

Heritage Assets

Infill Development

Infrastructure

Local Green Space

Local Plan

Local Planning Authority
(LPA)

Localism Act

Locally Listed

Landscape Plan

National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF)

Neighbourhood Plans

Public Realm

Recreation

Streetscene

Street Trees

Sustainable Development

Sustainable Urban
Drainage (SUDs)

Townscape

Use Classes Orders/Use
Classes

Vernacular Design

